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Video Game Analysis – Guitar Hero II

Guitar Hero 2 is a rhythm based simulation game that allows players to play various pop

and rock music hits through the means of a specially designed guitar shaped controller to

achieve high scores. Guitar Hero 2 is a member of the “rhythm simulation” family of games.

In these games, the player must input patterns using the controller based on scrolling or

falling gems on the screen. To facilitate this process, the pattern the gems fall in is usually

based on the rhythm or song playing in the background. Unlike most other rhythm simulators

before it, Guitar Hero 2 uses popular musical tracks from multiple, well known artists. The

game was developed by Harmonix Music Systems and published by RedOctane and

Activision.

Guitar Hero 2’s game play centers around its special designed guitar shaped controller.

The core mechanics of the game are to use that controller to input various falling gem

patterns based on rhythm. Getting the timing correct for those inputs and being able to

recognize patterns and rhythms of the gems falls under the game’s primary mechanics.

Secondary mechanics include earning high scores and bonus material for playing the levels

with a certain level of skill.

The goals of the game are to complete a song or set list to unlock more songs and set

lists to play. By unlocking more songs, or levels, you earn more chances to unlock even

more material. Players must also strive to do well on each song in order earn a better score.

The better the player’s score, the more money they are granted to use to unlock the bonus

material. To complete a song, a player must input a certain number of gems without missing

too many of them. If they miss too many gems, also know as notes, in succession they will

be “booed off the stage” or loose that level.



Guitar Hero 2 follows an interesting set of rules for how each level should be played out. A

player must play through a song by inputting the correct pattern of gems that corresponds to

the rhythm of the song the level is based on. A player must not miss too many gems in a row,

or they will fail the song. The player may then retry the song, and can retry the song an

unlimited amount of times. The player may also try playing a different song. During each

song, if a player keeps inputting notes in succession his score multiplier will raise, earning

them more points for each note correctly inputted. The multiplier ranges from a times one

score multiplier to a times four score multiplier. If the player misses a single note however,

his multiplier will reset to one. There are other ways of earning better scores also. If a player

hits a certain combination of notes represented by star shaped gems instead of the usual round

ones, the player will fill a bonus gauge called the “star power” gauge. Once the gauge is at

least halfway, usually by the time a player has played through two series of star notes, the

player may unleash “star power.” In this mode, the player’s multiplier is doubled, they gain

more popularity with the crowd for every single note hit, and the gem colors all turn the same

blue hue. This mode lasts as long as the gauge is draining, and once emptied the mode ends.

Guitar Hero 2 also features four different level difficulties: easy, medium, hard, and expert.

Each difficulty setting builds upon the last, giving players a skill ladder to play through the

game from easy to expert. Since all four difficulties are unlocked from the beginning a player

could just jump into the hardest level of play right away if they choose to.

Guitar Hero 2 features multiple player interactivity modes. The game’s main mode of

interactivity is single player versus the game. The game’s “Career Mode” represents this,

where the player must beat a certain number of songs in order to unlock all the songs in the

game. It also features a cooperative play interactivity mode that is similar to its “Career

Mode.” Two players may team up to tackle the games list of songs in order to unlock more

content. Players play two different patterns for each song, one based on the song’s lead

guitar piece and the other based on the song’s bass rift or rhythm guitarist piece. If players

want to see who is better at playing a certain song, they can challenge each other in Guitar

Hero 2’s player versus player mode. Players play the same song at the same time, and the

one who comes out with the higher score wins.



So, what makes Guitar Hero II so fun? There are many aspects of Guitar Hero II that make it

engaging and full of immersion. The first reason that Guitar Hero II is fun to play is simply

because the game uses a simple, solid, known mechanic for its central gameplay – timing.

But here is where the innovation takes place. Guitar Hero II takes this basic mechanic of

timing and instead of having the player use a standardized controller, the player must now

interface with the mechanic in a different way. Due to the innovative input layer of this game,

players not only have to overcome the timing required for the game, but they also need

physical dexterity and hand coordination. This introduced such mechanics as hitting multiple

buttons at a single time. This makes for entirely 'new' mechanics that the player must master.

The combination of physical timing and game timing overlap and mesh to make an unique

and in-depth gameplay. The player feels success when handing the controller properly and

completing a song, making for a more pronounced victory.

The second reason Guitar Hero II is so much fun to play is because the game

immerses the player very deeply into its 'game circle'. Guitar Hero does this in numerous

ways. The player interfaces with the game similar to the way a guitar is played. This is very

key to the engaging element in Guitar Hero. As the player plays the game, he can look down

and physically see himself holding a guitar-shaped controller and playing it in a guitar-type

manner. This is instant immersion because the player physically performs the activity rather

than watching it. To add to this immersion, the player also gets audio feedback as if they are

playing an actual guitar, both good and bad. The player also gets immersion from the game's

visuals. The fact that the game is played on a fretboard of a guitar and in front of a crowd

creates a more realistic game that further immerses the player. All of these things help the

player imagine they are actually playing a guitar. Furthermore, the guitar controller is

directly connected to the core mechanic of the game, making the gameplay directly

associated with the generalization of playing a guitar.

The third reason Guitar Hero is fun to play is due the the games amazing game flow.

The player can choose from varying difficulties, finding the one that they feel comfortable

with. Each of these skill levels are well balanced making the choice for the player easy and

obvious based on trying to play songs. Once the skill level is established the player then goes



through a series of songs that increase slightly in difficulty. The songs also have similar play-

styles making it so that the the player can get used to a certain pattern. This helps ensure that

the player does not get too frustrated or find the game to easy. This is a key aspect to the

game because if the flow is right,which it is, the player will be more immersed. The player

will also enjoy mastering the game because of its steady increase in difficulty.

The playability of guitar hero is great because of the game does an amazing job of

making the flow of the game fit any player, experienced or new. Guitar Hero has varied

levels of difficulty and has patterns based on various different rhythms appealing to

numerous different types of people. The game also uses an innovative controller that requires

the user to practice both their physical skills and their timing skills. The game provides a

variable feedback system which restricts experienced players from getting rewards for

completing easy or already completed tasks. The feedback system does however award the

player for completing a harder task. This gives the game some meaningful gameplay by

encouraging the player to practice more – the games way of having the player prepare before

challenges. The game also has multiple types of challenges the player can choose to try to

perform. These include challenges such as note tapping, extra songs, and using star-power to

get a higher multiplier and thus a higher score. These extra challents have no real impact on

succeeding in a game, but are more for focused on players trying to master the game and

encourage practicing. All of these points discribed above are directly related to why the game

has a high playability and replayability.

Video Game Analysis – Viva Piñata

Authors: Lawrence Jung and Dan Sternfeld

If you are looking for a game characterized by lushly colored exotic environments

and off-beat humor look no further then Viva Pinata. Created by Rare and published by

Microsoft Game Studios on November 9, 2006, Viva Piñata is a simulation game where the

player creates a garden to raise piñatas in. It is identified as a Life-Simulation game where

the player controls or lives with one or more artificial life forms. It focuses on the following

relationships: The player with the pinatas, the player with the environment, the pinatas with

each other, and the pinatas with the environment. The player has to morph the garden to



create an environment suitable to the needs of the various types of pinatas. The core

mechanic for this game is building and collecting. The player must build their garden and

collect a variety of pinatas, plants, ect.

The goal of the game is focused on gradually developing a garden from a barren

patch of land into a lush jungle of life. Developing the garden allows the player to unlock

new content and progress in the game. Another secondary focus in the game is to enable the

player to utilize the garden as a means of creativity and free expression. The design of the

game encourages this, but does not require it of the players to progress.

A primary mechanic in Viva Pinata is resource managment. This includes managing

the game currency (chocolate coins), buying and selling objects in the game, managing

piñatas, managing the seeds and plants, managing food and also managing the land itself.

This second primary mechanic is manipulating the environment. This includes using the

shovel to create soil, digging ponds, cutting grass and trees, digging holes for seeds and

constructing buildings and garden accessories. The size limit of the garden forces the player

to think creatively on where the player should place certain objects. All of this affects which

piñatas are attracted to the player’s garden. Once the player gets piñatas, the last primary

mechanic is to bread piñatas. This is to create more piñatas and manage their numbers to

prevent overpopulation of the garden.

The secondary mechanics are accessorizing piñatas, increasing values of goods and

purchasing helpers. Increasing values of goods includes sending piñatas to piñata parties,

fertilizing the plants and crafting better accessories. The player can hire a Weedling who

pulls out weeds, a Sprinkling who water plants, a Gatherling who collects fruits and sells

them automatically, a Watchling who protects your garden from unwanted beings and more.

This allows the player to minimize the amount of micromanagement required to play the

game. The player does not need to do it, but hiring helpers will free the player from certain

repetitive tasks enabling them to focus on making creative choices about the structure of the

garden.

On top of this, Viva Pinata contains a secondary mechanic providing the players

with limited online multiplayer functionality. Players can send gifts to one another



containing items or pinatas. This encourages players to diversify their garden. The game

also provides the player with a journal. The background story of the viva pinata world is

gradually revealed to the player through the journal throughout the game. Viva Pinata is a

highly focused game, it does not contain many extraneous secondary mechanics. The

majority of the gameplay systems are entirely focused on the core of the game.

Progression in Viva Pinata is on a nodal path. When the player successfully

improves their garden by accquiring a new pinata, creating a new building, or other actions

the player is rewarded with experience points dramatized as petals on a flower. When the

player receives enough petals the players gardening level will improve. As the players level

improves the player receives new and better abilities along with access to previously locked

features (i.e. Shops). The max level the player can get to is 108. Another means of

progression in Viva Pinata is the achievement system. Completing certain tasks will provide

the player with an “achievement”. This has no gameplay effect, it merely effects the fiction

of the game by playing a fun video granting positive feedback for accomplishing the task and

encouraging the players to continue progressing. Once the player reaches the end of

progression the game does not end. Viva Pinata does not terminate like a traditional game. It

simply allows players to keep managing and devloping there garden, maintaining its abstract

simulation focus.

Viva Pinata provides powerful choices to the player to navigate through its

mechanics. This is because the player's choices do more then simply continue or halt the

players progress. Since many pinatas need mutually exclusive environments, the game

allows the players to specialize in certain types of environments with certain types of pinata.

This adds replayability, the player can create multiple gardens and take them in different

directions. More specifically, the player choose what resources to allocate where in the

garden and when, what goods and services to purchase, how to arfully arrange the garden,

and choose how to morph the garden to attract certain pinatas.

At the beginning of the game the player is given access to two basic tools, the shovel

and grass seed. Utilizing the tools the player can make their garden any combination of

barren and grassy landscaping. As the game progresses this system become much more



sophisticated, allowing for more variety in the gardens environment. The player can create

areas of water, various types of plants, tall or short grass, fountains, birdfeeders, and more.

These choices allow the player to determine the look and feel of their garden in increasingly

sophisticated ways as more features are unlocked. For a garden to attract certain pinatas it

must contain enough of certain environment types, along with certain garden accessories.

The player has a very limited space to do all this, meaing the player will eventually need to

make a concious choice to focus on attracting certain types of pinatas and plants.

Goods and other services cost money and the player needs to decide what is valuable

enough to be worth buying. Chocolate coins are an important resource that the player needs

to collect by selling items the garden produces from plant seeds to pinatas. Homes, foods,

garden accessories and various plants cost chocolate coins and there is a subtle upkeep cost

for the pinatas. There is also a beggar named Igor that the player can give money to. Igor can

be a valuble asset if the player gives him enough chocolate coins.

The game limits the player to a set amount of space for their garden, preventing them

from endlessly expanding and possessing all species of pinatas. In order for the player to

make the pinatas mate he or she must meet certain environmental conditions based upon the

pinata type in question. If the garden is overloaded with pinatas, it warns the player that the

pinatas will no longer romance. Various species of pinatas will interact differently with each

other, from a friendly attitude to a hostile disposition. The progression of time in Viva Pinata

effects the properties of many game objects in the garden, such as the growth of a plant.

Plants will go through a full life cycle and will die if not watered or taken care of. Upon

death plants will usually disperse seeds.

Viva Pinata succeeds on many levels. The simulation of the garden feels dynamic

and engaging. The art style supports the goofy atmosphere that draws casual and young

players into the world. Zany and comedic characters are entertaining to interact with giving

the game more personality. Some of these characters undertake activities that would go over

the heads of most children, but adds something for more adult gamers to appreciate. Even the

menial tasks of the garden did not drag due to their repetitiveness. It keeps one engaged in

watching their garden grow and expand. One of the greatest accomplishments of the game is



its very focused nature. Many modern games on the market today are saturated in kitchen

sink design causing them to lost their potency. Viva Pinata knows exactly what it wants to

convey and does not deviate from that.

Despite the many positive aspects, there are still flaws with the design. A major

downside is the lack of meaningful multiplayer support. The game also fails to create a

strong sense of bond between the player and the individual pinatas. The turnover rate of the

pinatas is so fast they all become mere numbers in the abstract system. The games lets the

player name pinatas, but this mechanic feels extraneous considering the player procures such

a large number of pinatas and so many are destroyed. This diminishes the meaning of the

interaction between player and pinata.

The controls of the game are extremely intuitive, and takes you through learning

them at a good pace. Despite this, the game fails to make the process of learning the

mechanics fun. Every time a new mechanic was introduced the game would throw a wall of

text at the player explaining how to use it rather then having the game world itself teach the

player. The walls of text are distracting and they disconnect the player from the experience.

Despite these flaws, Viva Pinata is both a fun and expressive game. It is a worthwhile

experience that manages to utilize a gameplay style not seen very often.

Game Comparison

Authors: John McDonald, Eric Heaney, Lawrence Jung and Dan Sternfeld

Guitar Hero 2 and Viva Pinata both sit on the opposite ends of the genre spectrum.

Both of their game mechanics and dramatic styles lean towards a very different audience and

gameplay focus. Guitar Hero 2 is more about mastery of a task to make the player feel like

an expert in a comparatively realistic setting whereas Viva Pinata is more about creation and

expression within a fanciful world. After analyzing both very distinct games it is apparent

that Guitar Hero 2 is a more effective product.

Many factors are involved in determining the qualitative superiority of two games.

What makes a game good is ambiguous and dependent on the individual preferences of

players. This lack of a clear standard makes it very difficult to determine what makes a game

"better". One quantitative aspect that can be looked at is sales figures. Guitar Hero 2 was by



far the more financially successful game. It sold approximately 5.5 million copies across the

Playstation 2 and Xbox 360 (vgchartz). Which is far greater then Viva Pinatas paltry

approximated sales of 1.58 million. This commercial success led to the enfranchisement of

the guitar hero series leading to several spin-offs and related products. Viva Pinata failed to

enfranchise itself with a children's cartoon and two sequels with relatively limited success.

This is likely do to the fact that Guitar Hero 2 caters to a broader demographic with greater

spending power than Viva Pinata. As a music based game, guitar hero can easily tailor

specific installments of its franchise towards the taste of a particular demographic without

having to actually change the abstract formal system of the game. Guitar Hero 2 also utilizes

a tried and true mechanic in an innovative fashion whereas Viva Pinata focuses on a much

less well known gameplay style centered around the simulation and managment of an

ecosystem. One failing in Viva Pinata is that the relatively sophisticated simulation of the

garden creates a high barrier of entry for young audiences which just so happens to be the

target demographic for Viva Pinata. This inconsistent design may have contributed to the

lack of mainstream popularity.

The great success of Guitar Hero 2 is the unique social experience it creates for

players. Being able to play music both cooperatively and competitively with friends without

needing to actually understand music theory or how to play an instrument creates a powerful

and meaningful experience. The game by itself fails to create emotional engagement, but

with the social element of the game Guitar Hero reaches that goal. Playing the game during

social events also enhances the illusion of being a rockstar. People will often gather in

groups to watch people flex their virtuosic muscles and listen to good music rewarding the

players with strong positive feedback for succeeding in the game. Unlike many other modern

games, Guitar Hero emphasizes a social experience that takes place in the living room rather

then over the internet.

Viva Pinata fails to create an engaging social experience. Having a powerful means

of sharing gardens with other people would dramatically enhance the game. Since Viva

Pinata emphasizes creation and expression it makes sense to provide the player with some

means of communicating those expressions to other players. Allowing the player to have



both a personal solitary experience creating as well as having the ability to share. Some ways

to make Viva Pinata a more social experience would be to include a local multi-player

mechanic enabling players to work on a single garden together, just as people will often work

on pieces of art together in real life. Another option would be an online multi-player

mechanic to complement the game by allowing the player to visit other player's gardens.

Interacting with other gardens would make resources available to the player that they could

not get at their home garden. Players would have incentive to help each other.

Guitar Hero 2 fails to provide its players with a long term feeling of progression and

accomplishment on a meaningful level. The player becomes more skilled at the game over

time, ascending the various difficulty levels as the player progresses. These choices and

feedback only exist during the time-frame of an individual song. Just showing off a few high

scores and a completely unlocked song list, does not provide the player the feeling of a long

term achievement. Viva Pinata give its players a long term sense of progression through its

sophisticated gardening system. The player chooses what type of environment to create

(plants, garden accessories, grass, pond, ect) which effects the types of pinatas that will be

attracted to the garden. This allows for a high level of specialization and a larger amount of

content for the player to explore. Viva Pinata also has an achievement system incentivizing

players to do things such as collect all species of pinata encouraging the player to create

multiple gardens and watch them progress differently based upon the players choices.

Providing these options to the player, Viva Pinata creates a sense of long term feedback

completely absent from the Guitar Hero franchise.

The primary means of interacting with Guitar Hero is unique. This is due to the

specialized input device (the guitar) used by the game. The guitar creates a new interaction

style that helps engage and immerse the player. This new interface takes the preexisting

rhythm mechanics of timing and provides a different experience. When playing a song gems

fly towards the player on a vertical fretboard signifying what note (color) to strum on the

guitar controller. The game provides meaningful feedback to the player by when they hit the

note correctly the song plays, if the player misses the note nothing plays. If the player plays a

wrong note a dissonant guitar sound is made. It also impacts the player visual via the



explosion of light. The combination of the visual and audio response of the game creates

cognitive engagement for the player. The game encourages mastery through clear failures

and successes that happen moment to moment throughout the overall song as shown visually

by the rock meter. Guitar Hero further tries to immerse the player by having the stage and

crowd in the background of the fretboard. This tries to create a sense of illusion of a a large

audience. This does not completely succeed in emotionally engaging the player, the dramatic

context of the game makes little impact and the game stays on a more cognitive level of

engagement. The flow of the game is balanced well enough that the player doesn't get

frustrated or bored to maintain active participation. Engagement is also enhanced by the

multiplayer aspects of the game. This allows players to go head to head competing for the

higher score and cooperatively play a song with one person on bass and one on guitar.

The interaction and means of engagement in Viva Pinata comes from the

relationship between the following: the player and the pinata, the player and the environment;

pinata with each other; and pinata with the environment. The player uses the tools provided in

the game to manipulate the environment which effects the pinatas happiness, health, mating

productivity, along with the species of pinata accessible . This is a meaningful choice for the

player because the manner in which they manipulate the environment determines the type of

garden they will have later in the game. A large amount of expressive agency is provided to

the player through these mechanics and enabling a greater likelihood for emotional

engagement in the game. Despite the slower paced nature of a simulation about a cartoon

garden/village the game still attempts to provide a small degree of instant gratification. This

is done by the pace in which time passes (plant growth speed) and the quick and ease of

altering the garden from one condition to another (ie land to pond).

Viva Pinata is not as focused as Guitar Hero II towards their respective target

demographic which lead to a disconnect between the game and the target audience. Viva

Pinatas visual style is clearly targeted, but this is hindered by a somewhat bulky interface

along with a relatively sophisticated simulation. The wall of text infodumps are not an

effective way of communicating to the younger demographic(or older for that matter). The

controls are not completely pick up and play and the player needs to spend some time in



order to just master the controls of the game. Guitar Hero II has an intuitive control that

makes sense to the player. Viva Pinata used a more complicated Xbox 360 controller that has

many buttons and joysticks on it that can deter the younger players to play the game at all.

both Guitar Hero 2 and Viva Pianta are worthwhile experiences that all gamers should be

aware of. Even with their downsides, they both provide a very strong and focused experience

with clear goals in mind.


